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Abstract. The cell nucleus is often considered a spherical structure.
However, the visualization of proteins associated with the nuclear
envelope in rat hippocampal neurons indicates that the geometry of
nuclei is far more complex. The shape of cell nuclei is likely to influ-
ence the nucleo-cytoplasmic exchange of macromolecules and ions,
in particular calcium, a key regulator of neuronal gene expression. We
developed a tool to retrieve the 3-D view of cell nuclei from laser
scanning confocal microscopy data. By applying an inertia-based fil-
ter, based on a special structure detection mechanism, the signal-to-
noise ratio of the image is enhanced, the signal is smoothed, gaps in
the membrane are closed, while at the same time the geometric prop-
erties, such as diameters of the membrane, are preserved. After seg-
mentation of the image data, the microscopy data are sufficiently pro-
cessed to extract surface information of the membrane by creating an
isosurface with a marching tetrahedra algorithm combined with a
modified Dijkstra graph-search algorithm. All methods are tested on
artificial data, as well as on real data, which are recorded with a laser
scanning confocal microscope. Significant advantages of the inertia-
based filter can be observed when comparing it to other state of the
art nonlinear diffusion filters. An additional program is written to cal-
culate surface and volume of cell nuclei. These results represent the
first step toward establishing a geometry-based model of the-dynamics
of cytoplasmic and nuclear calcium. © 2008 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumen-
tation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2829773�
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Introduction

he cell nucleus contains the DNA and, as the site of gene
ranscription, is responsible for the first step in a series of
iochemical processes resulting in protein synthesis that is
ssential for virtually all cellular functions. The nuclear enve-
ope separates the cell nucleus and cytoplasm. It consists of an
nner and outer membrane separated by peri-nuclear space
nd perforated by nuclear pores. All active and passive trans-
ort processes in and out of the nucleus take place via the
uclear pores.1,2 The nuclear envelope is not a spherical coat,
s portrayed in many textbook diagrams, but can have a com-
lex shape that is linked to the function of the cell.3,4 Com-
ared to a spherical structure, a nonspherical, infolded nucleus
ay have an increased surface area and reduced diffusion

istances between cytosolic and genomic sites. This may be
articularly relevant for the dynamics of nuclear calcium sig-
aling in neurons. Calcium is a key player in neuronal gene
xpression.5,6 Increases in the intracellular calcium concentra-

ddress all correspondence to Gabriel Wittum, Simulation in Technology, Uni-
ersity of Heidelberg, Im Neuenheimer Feld 368-Heidelberg, Baden-
ürttemberg 69120 Germany; Tel: 49–6221–548855; Fax: +49–6221–548860;
-mail: wittum@uni-hd.de
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tion that are evoked by electrical activity serve as the on-
switch for neuronal gene expression programs.5,6 In particular,
the propagation of calcium across the nuclear envelope via the
nuclear pore complex is critical for the induction of genomic
events required for long-lasting adaptive responses in the ner-
vous system, including learning and memory and survival.7–10

The geometry of nuclei may shape the dynamics of activity-
induced nuclear calcium transients, and thus may represent an
important parameter in the regulation of activity-dependent
neuronal gene expression. Our long-term goal is to develop a
data-driven model describing the dynamics of cytoplasmic
and nuclear calcium in neurons. This requires as a first step
the development of a method to obtain a 3-D view of neuronal
nuclei.

Based on our software tool NeuRA,11 we developed a tool
to make a 3-D reconstruction of neuron cell nuclei. Starting
with microscopy data from confocal fluorescence microscopy,
we preprocess this data using an inertia-based nonlinear an-
isotropic diffusion filter,11 a cluster-segmentation process
�Otsu-segmentation algorithm�,12 and create a mathematical
surface grid that represents the nuclear envelope. To that end,
1083-3668/2008/13�1�/014009/11/$25.00 © 2008 SPIE
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e redesigned the neuron reconstruction algorithm NeuRA,11

riginally designed to filter 1-D structures, for filtering 2-D
orphologies. To create a surface grid from a confocal mi-

roscopy image stack, it is necessary to preprocess the stack
o retrieve a closed membrane structure in each layer of the
ucleus image stack.

Throughout the reconstruction process, we have to pay at-
ention not to change any important features of the raw data,
uch as diameters of the membrane or size of the nucleus.

Basic filters, like the Gaussian blur �a low-pass filter�, do
ot consider local structures of the filtered object, and filter in
ll three dimensions with the same intensity. This leads to

ig. 1 �a� Raw image of nucleus. �b� Filtered with inertia-based nonlin
ith anisotropic filter and segmented with the Otsu method. �e� Seco
lurring—and therefore broadening—perpendicular to the

ournal of Biomedical Optics 014009-
membrane �Figs. 1�a� and 1�c��. When applying the developed
reconstruction tools for 3-D reconstruction of hippocampal
neuron nuclei, not only isotropic filters but also nonlinear an-
isotropic diffusion filters as in Refs. 13 and 14 do not show
the necessary sense of direction when trying to optimize the
parameters of gap closure and membrane diameter at the same
time. The task of closing gaps in the membrane and keeping
its diameter constant is best carried out by the inertia-based
filter presented here.

To avoid the loss of important morphological features, to
separate noise and signal, and close gaps in the membrane, we
used an inertia-based nonlinear anisotropic diffusion filter

sotropic filter for surfaces. �c� Filtered with Gaussian blur. �d� Filtered
s of anisotropic filter on segmented image.
ear ani
based on the inertial tensor that was originally developed for

January/February 2008 � Vol. 13�1�2
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-D image data from two-photon microscopy of nerve cells.11

his filter was adapted for our purposes and its parameters
ere numerically optimized as described in Sec. 2.15 Different

rom other nonlinear anisotropic filter approaches, for ex-
mple Refs. 13, 14, and 16, the novel feature of this filter is
he application of the local moments of the inertial tensor for
tructure recognition.

The Otsu-segmentation algorithm,12 a local thresholding-
egmentation process, proved to be the ideal method to create
binary image of the membrane from which the geometry can

ater be retrieved.15 Unlike global segmentation, with a fixed

Fig. 2 Examples of images from

ig. 3 Test geometries for filter tests. �a� Plane with holes of different

he filter on linear and curved geometries, as well as the ability to close hol

ournal of Biomedical Optics 014009-
threshold for the entire stack; the Otsu method is able to close
gaps, and at the same time preserve filigreed structures in the
membrane �like infoldings� by adapting the threshold accord-
ing to the local features of the data �Fig. 1�d��.

After a second filtering �to create a smooth surface grid�,
the data are sufficiently processed to extract the 3-D geometry
of the nucleus. The extraction of the geometry of the nucleus
is used for visualization purposes and forms the basis for
mathematical simulations based on full 3-D information of
neuron nuclei.

To create an isosurface of the membrane, we used a

cal fluorescence microscopy.

nd �b� a sphere with holes were constructed to test edge detection of
sizes a

es.

January/February 2008 � Vol. 13�1�3
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arching tetrahedra algorithm and for separation of more than
ne isosurface—a modified Dijkstra graph-search method.17

o visualize the isosurface, we used the VTK Toolkit.18

Surface and volume of the nuclei were calculated within
ur algorithm by transforming the isosurface data into a com-
ercial tin-format, which can be loaded into the program

CEM CFD.19 An additional program calculates surface area
nd volume from the surface and volume grid that is created
y ICEM CFD.

Inertia-Based Nonlinear Anisotropic Filter
artial differential equations �PDEs� offer excellent filter
ethods. The diffusion equation

�tu�x,t� = �u�x,t� x � Rn, �1�

u�x,0� = u0�x� on Rn, �2�

ith �=� ·� being the Laplace operator, describes linear iso-
ropic diffusion. The previously mentioned Gaussian blur is
escribed by the prior diffusion equation.

Fig. 4 �a� Linear filter application on plane. �b�
ig. 5 �a� Raw image of sphere with holes. �b� Gaussian filter applied to raw

ournal of Biomedical Optics 014009-
Figure 1�c� shows that the Gaussian blur, as a representa-
tive of linear filters, is insensitive to the geometry of the mem-
brane. Its diameter is visibly broadened due to the isotropy of
the diffusion process.

This aspect leads us to nonlinear anisotropic filters.20 In-
cluding a diffusivity tensor D�u� in Eq. �1�, we can define the
boundary value problem

�tu = � · �D�u� · �u� on R+ � �

u�x,0� = u0�x� on �̄

�D�u� · �u� · n� = 0 on R+ � �� . �3�

With the integrated diffusivity tensor, we have the possibility
to direct diffusion along the membrane and inhibit diffusion
perpendicular to the membrane. Very different methods for
directional filtering have been discussed, level set methods in
Ref. 16 or diffusivity functions in Ref. 14, for example. A new
approach has been to define D�u� in Ref. 11 by using the

opically filtered plane. �c� Raw image of plane.
Anisotr
data. �c� Inertia-based filter. �d� Perona-Malik filter. �e� Weickert filter.

January/February 2008 � Vol. 13�1�4
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hysical moments of inertia; local geometrical properties can
hus be retrieved.

.1 Detection of Local Structures
dentifying the image stack as a physical body,11,21 the local
oments of inertia were defined by
1. Mass

M0�x0� =�
B��x0�

u�x�dx . �4�

2. Center of mass

M1�x0� =
1

M0�x0��B��x0�
u�x�xdx . �5�

3. Moment of inertia

M2�x0� =�
B��x0�

u�x��x − M1�x0�� � �x − M1�x0��dx . �6�

ollowing an idea from Ref. 22, B��x0� defines the integration
olume around the voxel that is to be filtered, � the scanning
ange. Tests in Refs. 15 and 23 showed that an ideal integra-
ion volume was that of 10�10�10 voxels, which was also
sed in the results presented here. The tests showed that the
ontrol volume should neither be too small �gaps in the mem-
rane would not be recognized properly�, nor too large �this

ig. 6 �a� 3-D image of sphere with holes linearly filtered. �b� 3-D ima
-D image of sphere with holes filtered with inertia-based diffusion fi
ould take too much global information into account when

ournal of Biomedical Optics 014009-
calculating the local moments of inertia�. The eigenvectors
and eigenvalues of the moment of inertia tensor can now be
used to detect the properties of local structures, the eigenvec-
tors being the main axes of inertia. The eigenvalues contain
the information about the structure of the object that is to be
filtered. If �1 is far greater than �2 and �3, the object is iden-
tified as a linear structure along the direction of eigenvector
v�1�. Therefore, if �1 and �2 have similar values and are
greater than �3, the filter object is identified as planar. In the
third case, all three eigenvalues lie close together, identifying
the object as isotropic.

2.2 Directing the Diffusion

With the help of principal axes transformation, the previous
moment of inertia tensor in Eq. �6� can be transformed in the
following way:

SM2S−1 = ��1 0

�

0 �n
�, STS = SST = E , �7�

with the eigenvalues �1� ¯ ��n in R, an orthogonal matrix
S made up from the eigenvectors of M2 and E the unit matrix.

here with holes filtered with anisotropic filter for linear structures. �c�
planar structures.
ge of sp
lter for
The diffusivity tensor is then described by:

January/February 2008 � Vol. 13�1�5
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ig. 7 �a� Line plot perpendicular to membrane of the gray value profile of raw data and after application of different filters. �b� Line plot parallel
nd through a hole in the membrane of the gray value profile of raw data and after application of three different nonlinear diffusion filters. �c�
ackground noise levels of different nonlinear diffusion filters in respect to the inertia-based diffusion filter.
ournal of Biomedical Optics January/February 2008 � Vol. 13�1�014009-6
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D = ST��1 0 0

0 �2 0

0 0 �3
�S , �8�

ith

S = �v1
�1� v1

�2� v1
�3�

v2
�1� v2

�2� v2
�3�

v3
�1� v3

�2� v3
�3� � , �9�

�1�, v�2�, and v�3� being the eigenvectors of the integration
olume B��x0�, sorted according to the size of their corre-
ponding eigenvalues �1��2��3. Our idea to allow diffu-
ion along the nuclear membrane, i.e., the two main eigenvec-
ors, and block diffusion perpendicular to the membrane can
e realized by replacing the two eigenvalues belonging to the
ain eigenvectors with the value 1 and the smallest eigen-

alue with a “near zero” value ��0. We define our perme-
bility tensor as:

D�u� ª ST�1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 �
�S . �10�

he prior concepts were implemented for linear structures in
ef. 11. Here, we chose a dimension-independent implemen-

ation. The partial differential equation in Eq. �3� was solved
sing a semi-implicit time discretization and a finite volume
patial discretization, as done in Ref. 11. In the computations,
e used �=10−8.

Following the filtering of raw image data, a segmentation
rocess, following Ref. 12, is applied to lose background
oise and to extract the membrane fluorescence signal.

Measurements of the Nucleus
.1 Creating Grids
fter filtering, segmentation, and a second pass of the filter,

he raw microscopy data is sufficiently preprocessed to create
n isosurface of the nucleus membrane, which forms the basis
or visualization and simulation purposes. For this task, a
arching tetrahedra algorithm and a modified Dijkstra graph-

earch method for separation of surfaces17 was implemented.
n the marching tetrahedra algorithm, a cube the size of 8
oxels that is divided into five tetrahedra scans the processed
icroscopy data. We linearly interpolate the gray values in-

etween the corner gray values of the tetrahedra along the
dges of the tetrahedra. After scanning the entire stack, all
alues with a previously defined gray value are assembled and
onnected to a triangular grid.

To store this information, we designed a filter that creates a
inear geometry model �1gm� file.24 The 1gm describes faces
y piece-wise triangles and is one of the geometry models
mplemented in the simulation system unstructured grids
UG�,25 in which PDE-based models can be implemented on
ighly unstructured geometries. 1gm contains point, line, and
riangle information about the surface. The triangles were ori-
nted in a postprocess; that way the data can be included in
he simulation-tool UG.
In our case, we built surface and volume grids with ICEM

ournal of Biomedical Optics 014009-
CFD. Therefore, we reassembled the lgm-data in a tin-
format, a file-format for ICEM CFD. The data of the
tetrahedral-volume grid are stored in two separate files, a
vrt-file and a cel-file.

3.2 Surface and Volume Calculation
The surface area of the nucleus membrane can immediately
be calculated with ICEM CFD. To calculate the volume of the
nucleus, we retrieved the information of the tetrahedral grid
that represents the geometry of the nucleus as long as the grid
is chosen fine enough to resolve the surface of the nucleus.
We added a program written in perl that calculates the volume
of each tetrahedron of the grid, assembling the information
from the vrt- and cel-file in the following way:

volTet =
1

2�x0 − x1 y0 − y1 z0 − z1

x0 − x2 y0 − y2 z0 − z2

x0 − x3 y0 − y3 z0 − z3
� , �11�

with �x0 ,y0 ,z0�, �x1 ,y1 ,z1�, �x2 ,y2 ,z2�, and �x3 ,y3 ,z3� being
the corners of the tetrahedron. The single tetrahedra volumes
are then added up to the nucleus volume.

4 Confocal Fluorescence Microscopy
The primary data were obtained using a Leica SP2 laser scan-
ning confocal microscope. Primary hippocampal neurons de-
rived from newborn rats were cultured for 10 days,26 and then
subjected to immunocytochemistry using a primary antibody
to laminB �kindly provided by Herrmann at the German Can-
cer Research Center, Heidelberg� and Alexa488-labeled sec-
ondary antibody. The Alexa488 fluorescence was measured
using a Leica SP2 laser scanning confocal microscope. The
laminB antibody decorates the inner nuclear envelope and
was used to detect the inner membrane surface of the nuclei
�Fig. 2�. Stacks with a constant distance between images and
consisting of 50 to 70 images in total were taken from indi-
vidual nuclei.

The following points were respected in the recording of
image data.

• The parameters for the microscope scanner were chosen
to maximize the gray value difference between signal and
noise. Furthermore, the microscope’s objective is of the type,
Leica HCX PL APO CS 63.0�1.32 oil UV, with 63� mag-
nification and a numerical aperture of 1.32.

• The image size was set to 128�128. The relatively
small image size was chosen for computational reasons. Since
the important structures, such as the invaginations, are much
larger relative to the voxel size, an image size of 128�128
does not represent a problem.

• The step size of the microscope was set to 0.16 	m in
the z direction, the ideal value calculated by the microscope.
The x and y size of a single voxel was dynamic and in most
cases different for each nucleus �but fixed during the record-
ing of one nucleus� to produce an ideal image stack. The x
and y resolution was typically in the range of 0.16
�0.16 	m.

• To record as much fluorescence signal in the lower
ranges of the nucleus, we chose a microscope objective that

causes the least bleaching of the fluorescence Alexa488.

January/February 2008 � Vol. 13�1�7
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Results
.1 Preparations on Artificial Data
o test the effect of various filter parameters and compare the
esults to ordinary linear isotropic filters, we began our nu-
erical optimization on artificial data. In contrast to Ref. 11,
e now are dealing with 2-D substructures in a 3-D domain.
e designed four different test geometries �see Table 1 and

ig. 3�.
There are several parameters that have to be considered

hen using the implemented inertia-based nonlinear aniso-
ropic filter as designed in Ref. 11, such as the number of time
teps, the geometry type of the integration volume, or the size
f the integration volume. All parameters were tested and op-
imized in Ref. 15. In our tests we use a cube as the integra-
ion volume with 103 voxels in size. This setting proved to be
n ideal size and geometry. The number of time steps affects
he strength of the filter process and was set to time steps
4. In Ref. 15, we found this to be the optimum value.
We first applied the filter to the plane without holes to

erify that the filter does not allow diffusion perpendicular to
he plane. As a comparison, we also show the effect of an
sotropic filter process. The results of these tests are shown in
ig. 4. As expected, the anisotropic filter does not change the

mage, while the isotropic filter clearly broadens the diameter
f the plane.

To investigate whether the filter can handle changes of
irection in the structure, we filtered a sphere and later a
phere with holes of different diameters. Although the sphere
hanges its tangent direction in each point, there is hardly any
roadening of the diameter �Figs. 5�a� and 5�c��. In the case of
sotropic filtering, one can again see a drastic influence of the
lter on the diameter �Figs. 5�a� and 5�b��.

able 1 Artificial geometries �see Fig. 3�: planes and spheres with a
efined width and radius were used to test the filter on its ability of
losing gaps.

estgeometry Plane 1 Plane 2 Sphere 1 Sphere 2

eatures Width=1 Width=1 Width=1
radius=52

Width=1
radius=52

umber of holes None 5 None 3

ole diameters None 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 None 8, 12, 22

able 2 Effect of filters on membrane diameter and gaps. The mem-
rane diameters and gap diameters were normed in respect to those of
he raw data set. Shown is the effect of different filters on the diam-
ters of the raw data. The inertia-based anisotropic diffusion filter �2-D
tructure detection� demonstrates the least membrane broadening
hile closing a gap entirely.

ilter Raw Isotropic
1-D structure

detection
2-D structure

detection

embrane diameter 1.0 4.89 2.0 l.69

ap diameter 1 0.77 0.99 Closed
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014009-
On the four test geometries, the inertia-based nonlinear
anisotropic filter proves to be ideal if diameters and geometric
properties are to be kept unchanged. The effects of different
filters on the sphere with holes are shown in Table 2. As
mentioned earlier, a vital issue is the continuity of the nuclear
envelope. The next step was to investigate if the filter closes
gaps in the object of interest. In Ref. 11, it was demonstrated
that the filter closes apparent gaps in linear structures. We ran
tests on surfaces with the adapted permeability tensor in Sec.
2.2.

Figure 6 shows the results of different filters. The filter
used in Ref. 11, designed for linear structures, shows no effect
on the hole in the sphere �Fig. 6�a��. Isotropic filtering does
affect the hole in the structure to some extent, yet at the same
time the diameter of the sphere membrane is broadened �Fig.
6�b��. Our adapted filter for surfaces shows the desired effect
�Table 2�. The gap is visibly affected; at the same time, the
diameter of the sphere membrane is hardly affected �Fig.
6�c��.

5.2 Tests on Confocal Images
The surface filter showed the desired properties on our test
geometries. We then applied our filter on confocal fluores-
cence microscopy image stacks. These stacks were recorded
according to Sec. 4.

Figure 1�a� shows a typical confocal image. The fluores-
cence signal along the membrane is not continuous; in certain
areas the signal is clustered, in others there are gaps in the
membrane signal. Also, there is background noise, which is
not part of the nuclear envelope.

Applying the anisotropic filter for surfaces, the signal-to-
noise ratio is improved, and continuity in the membrane sig-
nal is established �Fig. 1�b��. This effect can also be achieved
by applying a linear filter; the disadvantage is a change in the
diameter of the membrane, which changes the geometry of the
nucleus visibly �Fig. 1�c��.

The important issue in the described preprocessing steps is
the closing of gaps and elimination of background noise. By
filtering the raw data, we have effectively prepared the image

Table 3 Results of Weickert filter on gap and membrane diameters in
respect to the choice of �, while m=4 and cW=−1 compared to the
inertia-based filter. The minimum gray value was measured in the gap
to be closed by the filter. Best results are achieved when maximizing
the minimum gray value.

� 10−4 0.1 0.3 0.7 1.0 Inertia based

Minimum gray value 22 23 24 59 51 80

Diameter �pixels� 9 9 8 15 20 9

Table 4 Results of Weickert filter when changing the parameter m.
To that end, � is set to 1 and cW=−1.

m 1 2 4 Inertia based

Minimum gray value 49 47 24 80

Diameter �pixels� 13 10 8 9
January/February 2008 � Vol. 13�1�8
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or segmentation. We made use of the Otsu-segmentation
ethod as proposed in Ref. 12. Figure 1�d� shows the effect

f this segmentation method on our filtered image. Figure 1�e�
emonstrates the final result after filtering the binary image a
econd time.

.3 Comparing Other Nonlinear Diffusion Filters to
the Inertia-Based Filter

number of methods for directed diffusion filtering have
een proposed in the past. Perona and Malik13 proposed the
iffusion equation

�u

�t
= div · �g�	�u	� · �u� . �12�

he function g is used to direct diffusion in designated direc-
ions as well as dampen diffusion in other directions, resulting
n nonlinear diffusion filtering. Here, we compare two meth-
ds well established in the literature, the Perona-Malik

able 5 Effect of Perona-Malik filter on gap and membrane diameters
n respect to variation of the parameter � while 
=1 and cPM=1.

10−4 0.1 0.3 0.7 1.0 Inertia based

inimum gray value 33 18 30 51 52 80

iameter �pixels� 7 7 9 15 18 9

Fig. 8 �a� 3-D reconstruction of a nucleus using Data E
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014009-
diffusivity13 and the Weickert diffusivity,14 with the proposed
inertia-based nonlinear anisotropic diffusion filter. The defini-
tions of g for these approaches are:

1. Perona-Malik diffusivity:

g�s� =
cPM

1 + �s/��
+1

with parameters cPM, 
�0, and �.
2. Weickert diffusivity:

g�s� = 1 − exp
 cW

�s/��m�
with the constants cW, m, and �.

We tested all three methods in respect to the objectives of
closing gaps, changes in membrane diameter, and background
noise. Under the restriction that the different anisotropic filters
affect the membrane diameter in the same way �see Fig. 7�a��,

Table 6 Perona-Malik filter results in respect to changes in the pa-
rameter 
 with �=0.3 and cPM=1.


 1 3 5 Inertia-based

Minimum gray value 30 33 31 80

Diameter �pixels� 9 9 9 9

. �b� Opened nucleus �a� �left half� and �c� �right half�.
January/February 2008 � Vol. 13�1�9
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he inertia-based filter shows the best results in gap closure
mong the filters tested �Fig. 7�b��. Both Perona-Malik and
eickert filters leave gaps corresponding to the background

oise in gray-value regions, and therefore no distinguishable
ap closure is provided by these two anisotropic filters, which
ould be used by a following segmentation algorithm. In
ables 3 and 4, the Weickert filter is tested with different
arameters to find the ideal parameter settings that achieve the
est gap closure results. The Weickert filter can be tuned in
uch a way that the minimum gray value in the gap is maxi-
ized. Yet setting the filter for maximum gap closure affects

he membrane diameter.
The same investigations were carried out for the Perona-

alik filter; results of these tests are shown in Tables 5 and 6.
he results for optimizing the Perona-Malik filter are compa-

able to the ones of the Weickert filter. In addition, Fig. 7�c�
emonstrates the fact that the inertia-based filter produces less
ackground noise than the two anisotropic diffusion filters
ested here. The tests show that when trying to tune both
arameters, i.e., membrane diameter and gap closure, at the
ame time, the inertia-based filter shows ideal effects.

.4 Visualization and Measurement Results
t this point, the image data are sufficiently processed to

Fig. 9 Mathematically reconstructed cell n
etrieve the first 3-D visualization. Figure 8�a� shows a

ournal of Biomedical Optics 014009-1
nucleus visualized using the software tool Data Explorer. As
mentioned earlier, the fluorescence signal only follows the
inner trajectory. Therefore, we developed a tool to open the
nucleus to see the infoldings �Figs. 8�b� and 8�c��.

Since this way of visualizing the nucleus is apparently not
advantageous, we extracted the inner geometry according to
Sec. 3.1. The results of this procedure are demonstrated in
Fig. 9.

We end up with a mathematical reconstruction of the
nucleus, the nucleus now being described by a surface and
volume grid. The pictures in Fig. 9 were taken by visualizing
the surface grid with the VTK tool.

6 Discussion
In Secs. 2 and 3, we developed a method to reconstruct and
measure the geometry of nuclei from hippocampal neurons.
To reconstruct the geometry from confocal fluorescence mi-
croscopy stacks, it is necessary to preprocess the raw micros-
copy data.

As a first preprocessing step, we applied an inertia-based
nonlinear anisotropic filter. We adapted the anisotropic filter
from Ref. 11, developed for the filtering of linear structures.
This filter is based on the local moments of inertia, which are

with surface=208 	m2, volume=109 	m3.
ucleus
used to detect certain types of substructures in the filtered
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eometry as linear, planar, or isotropic. With the help of the
iffusion tensor, we can allow diffusion in two directions �pla-
ar structure� and block diffusion perpendicular to the planar
tructure.

As opposed to linear filters, for instance the Gaussian blur,
r nonlinear anisotropic filters, such as the filters of Perona-
alik and Weickert, the inertia-based anisotropic filter for

lanar structures is ideal for reconstructing the 3-D geometry
f nuclei. It closes gaps in the membrane and smoothes the
oncontinuous fluorescence signal recorded from the micro-
cope while keeping the geometry as constant as possible.
hese features were tested and demonstrated on test geom-
tries, such as planes with and without holes, and spheres with
nd without holes of different diameters, and compared with
ther state of the art anisotropic filters.

Next, the filter was applied to a large number of micros-
opy stacks. The desired effects of the filter are recorded in
ef. 15. Further, the inertia-based filter was compared to other
nisotropic filters. Here, the effect of the filters on membrane
iameters, gaps, and background noise was investigated. This
howed that the inertia-based filter is an ideal method for
losing gaps when trying to keep the biological morphology
naffected.

After the filtering of raw data, we separated the signal from
ackground noise. For this separation, the prior filtering is
ecessary to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. We applied the
tsu-segmentation algorithm to the filtered data. This algo-

ithm offers a dynamic adaptive segmentation threshold.
ompared to global segmentation algorithms with a fixed

hreshold, the Otsu method enables us to preserve details in
he membrane, i.e., fine infoldings of the membrane, and at
he same time close gaps in the membrane. To retrieve the
eometry of the nucleus, a continuous signal is fundamental.

With the help of the inertia-based anisotropic filter for sur-
aces and the Otsu-segmetation algorithm, we are capable of
etrieving the nucleus geometry from the preprocessed image
tack. A marching tetrahedra algorithm, described in Sec. 3,
as used to retrieve surface data of the nucleus and generate
surface grid. We provide several filters to translate this sur-

ace data into standard file formats, such as the tin-format,
sed by the software tool ICEM CFD. With ICEM CFD, a
etrahedral volume grid can be constructed for additional pro-
essing. We further provide an algorithm to measure the sur-
ace and volume of the cell nucleus.

This reconstruction tool offers the possibility of visualizing
euron cell nuclei three dimensionally �for example, with the
oolkit VTK�, and therefore the possibility to closer examine
he morphology of the infoldings of the nuclear envelope. The
uclear infoldings may be particularly relevant for the nucleo-
ytoplasmic exchange of calcium ions that is central to the
egulation of activity-driven gene expression in neurons. Hav-
ng established a method to reconstruct neuronal nuclei, a
uture goal is to develop a geometry-based model of the dy-
amics of cytoplasmic and nuclear calcium signaling.

For modeling results of calcium dynamics on reconstructed
-D geometries of hippocampal neuron nuclei, we here refer

o a forthcoming paper.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 014009-1
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